Comparison of Channel Methods and Observer Models for the Task-Based Assessment of Multi-Projection Imaging in the Presence of Structured Anatomical Noise.
Although Laguerre-Gauss (LG) channels are often used for the task-based assessment of multi-projection imaging, LG channels may not be the most reliable in providing performance trends as a function of system or object parameters for all situations. Partial least squares (PLS) channels are more flexible in adapting to background and signal data statistics and were shown to be more efficient for detection tasks involving 2D non-Gaussian random backgrounds (Witten , 2010). In this work, we investigate ways of incorporating spatial correlations in the multi-projection data space using 2D LG channels and two implementations of PLS in the channelized version of the 3D projection Hotelling observer (Park , 2010) (3Dp CHO). Our task is to detect spherical and elliptical 3D signals in the angular projections of a structured breast phantom ensemble. The single PLS (sPLS) incorporates the spatial correlation within each projection, whereas the combined PLS (cPLS) incorporates the spatial correlations both within each of and across the projections. The 3Dp CHO-R indirectly incorporates the spatial correlation from the response space (R), whereas the 3Dp CHO-C from the channel space (C). The 3Dp CHO-R-sPLS has potential to be a good surrogate observer when either sample size is small or one training set is used for training both PLS channels and observer. So does the 3Dp CHO-C-cPLS when the sample size is large enough to have a good sized independent set for training PLS channels. Lastly a stack of 2D LG channels used as 3D channels in the CHO-C model showed the capability of incorporating the spatial correlation between the multiple angular projections.